
We Encourage You to Use These 4 


Principals to Experiment in Your Own Creative Ways

full articleNote: Read the  to see exactly how 

we did this with examples.





See the one page guide on the next page.

The #1 Metric For Picking A Niche
Cost Per Conversation (CPC).

https://startfromzero.com/guides/pick-a-niche-with-this-metric


The One Page Guide

full articleRead the  to see the niches we picked and the results we found

1. Pick 4 Niches To Test


3. Run Ads

2. Join Related Groups

4. Calculate CPC

Try your best guesses to start, look at your 
interests and the last few things you bought..

Use Facebook Ads: Take what you learned to 
run ads with a template close to this...

24 hours after joining ask....

Divide the total number of conversations by 
the cost of each individual ad.

IE: $15 spent for 15 conversations equals $1 
CPMC. $15 / 15 = 1. 

1.


2.


3.


4.

Hey fellow XYZ members! Happy to be here! 

Would you mind helping me out with an industry 

question I have? 



I’m curious about the often silent painful 

problems you deal with on a daily basis that 

keep you from enjoying work? I’m in the 

research phase of creating products to serve 

this industry and I’m excited to see what you say.


“[NICHE]: #1 Way to [PAIN POINT]



I’ve been talking with [NICHE] and found the 

number 1 challenge they have is [PAIN POINT]...



Does that sound like you...or have you solved 

this problem?



Whether you are successful at this or 

unsuccessful, I’d like to chat with you to learn 

more. I think we can all help each other.



PS. Hi I’m X, an entrepreneur passionate about 

helping [NICHE] get their [GOAL]. Talk to you 

soon!


Niche 1:


Niche 2:


Niche 3:


Niche 4:

https://startfromzero.com/guides/pick-a-niche-with-this-metric

